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Abstract 
A new type homogeneous planar photoelectric converter (PC) on the basis of multijunction semiconductor n+-p-
p+(t)n+-p-p+(t)…(t)n+-p-p+  tunnel silicon structure has been investigated. The entire structure is a cascade PC 
consisting of a number of elements of the structure – single PCs connected in series by tunnel layers (t) with 
thickness G and illuminated by light that has consistently passed through the previous semiconductor layers. The 
theory of converter of both monochromatic and solar radiation has been developed and the top limit values of their 
photoelectric and power characteristics have been determined, including the optimal thickness and number of single 
PCs layered on a base PC, their spectral sensitivity, current-voltage characteristics and efficiency. 
The optimal thickness of single PC decreases with the number of elements N in the cascade. 
The open-circuit voltage grows practically linearly with N for small G and medium N values. Non-linearity increases 
with G reaching maximum for certain value Nm, and then decreases exponentially for further increasing of N. 
Efficiency increases non-monotonously, as well, passes a flat maximum in the range of medium N and then falls near 
exponentially for large values of number N. 
For the optimal number the higher efficiency limit reaches its maximum that in the range Nm ~ 5-7 exceeds 
considerably that of the base PC, particularly in the range of low charge carriers collection efficiency of the base PC. 
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1. Introduction 
Modern planar semiconductor photoelectric converters (PC) with only one p-n junction [1] produce 
voltages determined by the potential barrier height on the junction. For monocrystalline silicon, i. e. the 
most investigated photoelectrically active material today, this voltage is 0.6V for illumination rate rate 
close to that of solar radiation. At the same time, electronic devices typically need much more higher (in 
many cases, one order of magnitude higher) voltages for their operation.  This problem is sold by 
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connecting a certain number of separate PCs in series to form an array. On the other hand, this approach 
is inevitably associated with resistive and connection mismatch losses of output power. Therefore the goal 
of efficient high-voltage PCs development is practically essential. 
One of the most perspective approaches to achieve this goal is developing and investigating new type 
cascade PCs based on the homogeneous semiconductor tunnel structure n+-p-p+(t)n+-p-p+(t)…n+-p-p+ 
(Figure 1) described in [2-4]. This structure is formed by deposition of epitaxial layers one by one on a 
base PC insuring the mechanical integrity of the whole structure and prepared using the method of 
semiconductor wafer doping. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1. Structure of the cascade homogeneous photoconverter 
This structure makes it principally possible to increase both the output voltage and efficiency of 
homogeneous PC at one time.  The reason is that the epitaxial layers of crystalline semiconductor may 
appear less defective compared to bulky semiconductors grown using conventional industrial techniques. 
Such structure is a homogeneous cascade PC comprising a number of single PCs connected in series and 
illuminated by light that has passed the preceding semiconductor layers. 
Since p+ and n+ layers are heavily doped they form a low-ohmic contact on the junction between them 
owing to quantum mechanical effect of charge carriers tunneling under the potential barrier in a thin layer 
(t) with the width of G a 10–5cm to 10–6cm. Moreover, this layer is characterized by intensive 
recombination of generated charge carriers which insures the fixed Fermi layer position related to the 
allowed energy band borders for any electromagnetic impact on the structure. Therefore, such junction is, 
in fact, an analog of partially transparent metal-type contact. However, at the same time, tunnel layers are 
characterized by low photo activity affecting the response of the entire structure. 
For series connected cells, currents in them shall be equal, and beside that each cell shall operate in the 
optimal point of its current-voltage characteristic in order to avoid circuit mismatch losses in the cascade 
PC. Taking into account that the optimal current value for an efficient PC is close to photocurrent, we can 
state that the condition of maximum power generation in the structureе is practically reduced to the 
uniformity of photocurrents of all single PCs within the structure. This can be achieved by determining 
the thickness values of base layers for the corresponding single PCs.  
This work is aimed at determining the maximal attainable photoelectric parameters for idealized 
cascade PCs corresponding to the conditions when the charge carriers recombination in low doped 
epitaxial p-layers of the structure can be ignored.  The assumption that such conditions are realizable is 
based on the fact that the optimal thickness values for p layers may appear small un relation to the charge 
carriers diffusion lengths in them while the surface recombination is avoided owing to the existence of 
high potential barriers created in the structureе on the junctions between the base p-layer and heavily 
doped p+ and n+ layers. On the other hand, the recombination in the tunnel layers (t) at the contacts of 
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heavily doped p+- and n+- layers can be considered so intensive that, absorbing the radiation, they 
nevertheless appear “dead”, i. e. absolutely not photoactive. 
2. Monochromatic radiation. 
2.1. Optimization of semiconductor structure parameters 
In the process of monochromatic radiation conversion with absorption coefficient D, depending on 
wavelength O and on the semiconductor material origin, density of photocurrent  J)i  generated in the i-th 
PC with regard to the light absorption within preceding layers is equal to:  
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where q is the electron charge, ) is the incident photon flux density, dk is the thickness of the k-th 
photoactive layer in PC and Gк is the thickness of the heavily doped, “dead”, p+ or n+ layer. In accordance 
with the proposed model, it is assumed that the collection efficiency Qi for charge carriers generated 
within the  photoactive layer of the i-th PC equals to the share of radiation absorbed in this layer, that is: 
NieQ idi ,...,3,2;1   D ,                                                                                                       (4) 
where Q1 = Q is the spectral collection efficiency for charge carriers in the real base, i. e.1-st, PC 
depending on the diffusion, recombination and geometrical parameters. 
Further on, we will assume that the thickness of “dead” layers is the same for all PCs in the cascade, i. e. 
Gi = const = G, and the photocurrent uniformity conditions for a series cascade circuit are written in form: 
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The solution of these equations yields the value of optimal photoactive layer thickness: 
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that decreases sharply with D and increases logarithmically with Q. The dependence of optimal PC 
thickness on its number for various values of G  is presented in Figure 2a for a radiation with absorption 
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coefficient D = 0.125P–1, which (as it will be proved) approximately corresponds to the photo sensitivity 
maximum of silicon PC for solar radiation and Q = 0.8 as a typical value for efficient base PCs. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                    (a)                                                                                (b) 
Fig.  2. (a) dependence of optimal PC thickness on its number in cascade; (b)  charge carriers collection efficiency QС  for optimized 
PC; D = 0.125P–1, Q = 0.8 
It is evident that this dependence is rather strong. For absorption in a tunnel layer (DG << 1) thickness 
di decreases in inverse proportion to D. 
Optimal thickness di decreases with thickness G of the tunnel layer. At the same time, its descent 
becomes more sharp with growing number i. For sufficiently strong absorption in a tunnel layer (DG t 1) 
the optimal thickness of the i-th PC decreases exponentially with its number, tunnel layer thickness and 
radiation absorption coefficient in accordance with the following expression: 
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For N d 5 the optimal thickness PC in the cascade ranges from one to several microns and can be 
technologically realized in silicon using the gas epitaxial method. However, to prepare high voltage structures 
(with the number of PCs in the cascade N ~ 10) more accurate, precise, technological methods are needed. 
2.2. Spectral photocurrent and generated charge carriers collection efficiency  
The obtained expression for the maximal photocurrent density J) in the optimized cascade structure 
comprising N PCs connected in series has the form of: 
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The quantity Qc  is the spectral collection efficiency for minor charge carriers in the cascade. It grows 
monotonously with the collection efficiency in the base PC (Q) and decreases with the number of PCs in 
the cascade (N), as well as with the “dead” layer thickness and with monochromatic absorption 
coefficient (for a fixed charge carriers collection efficiency in the base PC). 
In real case (G > 0), the charge carriers collection efficiency Qc falls abruptly with the “dead” tunnel 
layer thickness G and radiation absorption coefficient D. The dependence of QС on the PC number in 
cascade (N d 10) for various values of G is shown in Figure 2b (D = 0.125 P–1 and Q = 0.8). 
Charge carriers collection efficiency decreases more sharply with  N or DG  for greater G  values, and 
for DGN > 1 this dependence becomes nearly exponential: 
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It is clear that the major reason for optimal di values and photocurrent to decrease is associated with an 
essential absorption of radiation in “dead” tunnel PC layers. 
3. Solar radiation 
The most interesting case from the practical point of view is solar spectrum radiation conversion. 
However this spectrum has a rather complicated form that, for terrestrial conditions, depends substantially 
on the season, hour and weather. That is why the calculations are normally made on the basis of the black 
body radiation spectrum for temperature value ТS which, in general, makes it possible to describe 
correctly the solar radiation distribution on frequency Z: 
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where W is the solar energy flux density, ! is Plank constant, and k is Boltzmann constant.  
The density of photocurrent  J)i  generated in the i-th PC with account to the light absorption within 
preceding layers equals to:  
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where Si(Z) is the spectral photoresponse of the i-th PC in cascade: 
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Qi(Z) is the spectral charge carriers collection efficiency on the p-n junction in the i-th PC. In accordance 
with the proposed idealized model, we assume that the charge carriers collection efficiency value in the 
i-th PC is calculated from (4) while that in the base (1-st) PC determined by its particular spectral 
characteristic Q1(Z) = Q(Z). 
In accordance with the set problem, the optimization of semiconductor structure in layer thickness di 
for each PC in a cascade can be reduced to the solution of system of N-1, non-linear for di, equations: 
N,...,2i;JJ 1i   )) ,                                                                                    (17) 
3.1. Analytical model of semiconductor structure parameters optimization  
To determine di values of thickness close to optimal ones for single PCs in a cascade the analytical 
solution method for equation system (17) is presented based on the study of major specific properties of 
functions under the integral sign within integration limits 0 d Z  f.  
The asymptotic character of the function under the integral sign is determined by exponent      
exp(- !Z/kTs) at Z o f , and the integrals can be written, in general form, as: 
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where exp(-!Zc/kTs) comprises the specific dependence of function under the integral sign for Zc o 0 and 
Zc o f, while M(Zc) is a smooth, slowly changing function, finite for Zc = 0. Whence it follows that the 
effective monochromatic radiation frequency that in the initial approximation determines the value of 
PC’s integrated photocurrent under solar radiation is equal to  Z0+Zc , where Zc = Z0c = kTs/!. 
Usually theoretical expression D(Zc) = а(Zc)J  for photon absorption coefficient in semiconductors is 
used. The corresponding radiation absorption coefficient is: 
J
ZZZDD )()]([ /'' 0 skT kTas |c c   ! ,                               (19) 
while the dependence of optimal thickness of the i-th PC on its number is given by general expression 
(10) for D = Dc.  
For the basic photoelectric material, silicon (Eg = !Z0 = 1.1eV, J = 2, a | 0.5 P–1eV–2),: !Z0c = kTs;   Dc = D(Z0c) | a(kTs)2  at Тs | 6000 К we obtain: !Z0c = 0.5 eV; Dc | 0.125 P–1 which yields the value of 
the effective monochromatic radiation wavelength for solar spectrum in silicon PCs: Oc = 2S!c/(Eg+!Z0c) 
| 0.77P (where c is speed of light in vacuum). The presented approximated model for calculation of 
cascade PC structure optimized parameter values is most applicable to the case when the charge carriers 
collection efficiency in the base PC has asymptotic behavior Q(Z) ~ D–1(Z) ~Z–2 for при Z o f which is 
correct for practically infinite recombination rate on the illuminated surface. 
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3.2. Spectral characteristic of cascade PC with optimized structure  
For cascade PC with semiconductor structure optimized for the solar radiation the spectral charge 
carriers collection efficiencies (photoresponses) Si(Z) in PC-cells of the cascade under monochromatic 
radiation with frequency Z by expressions with plugging the optimal values of thickness di (8): 
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For effective monochromatic solar radiation wavelength (D = Dc) the photoresponses from all cells of 
the cascade are identical and equal to that of the entire cascade QC. In general, for Z z Z0 + Zc, and 
accordingly  DZ z Dc, the photoresponse of the entire cascade will be equal to the smallest of 
photoresponse values among all single cells of the cascade including that of the base PC with 
photoresponse defined by (20) and those of PCs deposited upon the base one defined by (21). 
With an accuracy of positive multiplier independent on i we obtain 
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and the relationship for the derivative can be presented in form: 
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The sign of derivative dSi(Z)/di  is determined by sign of value  DZ/Dc - 1.  
Whence it follows that for Z > Z0 + Zc, and accordingly DZ > Dc, the smallest photoresponse has the 
first PC (i = 2) deposited directly on the base PC, while for Z0< Z < Z0 + Zc the smallest photoresponse 
has the last PC (i = N). The photoresponse of the entire cascade in different spectrum ranges will be equal 
to the smallest photoresponse among those of the base PC (20) and PCs deposited on the base PC (21). 
3.3. Limiting current-voltage characteristic and efficiency  
The total voltage U produced in the structure is the sum of those produced in all single PCs. Therefore, 
the limiting volt-ampere characteristic of cascade PC has the following form: 
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where J is current density in the cascade, J)i is photocurrent density in the i-th PC, J0i is reverse dark 
current   density, Ai is curvature factor, T is temperature of PC.  
For an optimized tunnel cascade structure the thickness of the i-th PC depends rather weekly on its 
number and, moreover, the real reverse current value is generally defined by the height of potential 
barrier of p-n junctions in the structureе. That is why for uniform structure fabrication technology Ai and 
J0i are practically the same for all PCs: Ai = A and J0i = J0. At the same time, photocurrent J)i values are 
principally different for various i, in general case, and shall be calculated using numeric methods in 
accordance with expressions (20) and (21) for optimized semiconductor structure. 
In accordance with the above initial approximation the photocurrent in an optimized cascade silicon solar 
energy converter is defined by its effective monochromatic radiation conversion characteristics and equals to: 
cQqJ ) ) ,                                 (24) 
where QC value is given by expression (10) for D = Dc. In this approach, the effective solar radiation flux 
density value ) (cm–2s–1) has been introduced connected with the integral solar energy flux W (Wcm–2) 
by relationship: ) = 2.2681018W. 
Open circuit voltage dependence on N for optimized silicon cascade is shown in Figure 3a for various 
tunnel layer thickness G values for D = Dc = 0.125P–1, Q = 0.8, radiation intensity equal to that of solar 
radiation (q) = 45mА/cm2) and parameters corresponding to the current recombination mechanism at 
kT/q = 25 mV (A = 2; J0 = 10–7А/cm2). 
In general, this function is non-monotonous and has the form defined by DG value. For DG < 1 the 
voltage grows practically linearly for small values of  N. The deviation from linearity increases with DG. 
In the range of DGN > 1 the dependence is given by expression: 
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For typical, very large photocurrent (q)Q/J0 >>>1) a maximum Um appears: 
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                                                              (a)                                                                                               (b) 
Fig.  3. Under solar radiation, a = 0,125 μ-1; A = 2; J0 = 10-7 A/cm2; qF = 45 mA/cm2: (a) open circuit voltage of silicon cascade PC;  
(b) relative efficiency of silicon cascade PC 
For parameter values specified in Figure 3a the maximum with growing N appears for the first time on 
the curve G = 1.28P (DG = 0.16) for Nm = 19 and has an amplitude of Um = 5.5V. In the range DGN >> 1 
the open circuit voltageе drops in accordance with expression: 
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Nm and Um values grow with decreasing DG  which demonstrate the principal possibility of high 
voltage PC fabrication on the basis of homogeneous semiconductor, particularly using silicon.  
In general, the generated output power and the efficiency of cascade PC change non-monotonously 
with number N. They grow for small N, pass their maximum in an asymptotical limit (N o f) and then 
decrease in proportion with Nexp(-4DGN). The relative silicon cascade structure efficiency, i. е. the ratio 
of cascade power to maximal power of the base PC (that meets conditions N = 1, Q = 0,8) for parameter 
values corresponding to those of Figure 3a is presented in Figure 3b. 
For rather small values of tunnel layer thickness G the efficiency of cascade PCs can be enhanceв 
compared to the upper limit efficiency of the base PC only for limited number Nm of PCs in the cascade 
and for the corresponding finite voltage value. 
The efficiency of single-cascade PC (N = 2) exceed the upper limit efficiency of the base PC in a 
rather wide range of small tunnel layer thickness values G < 0.2P that can be fabricated using up to date 
technological methods. 
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In this range, the amplitude of the efficiency maximum and its position Nm increase when G decreases 
which demonstrates the principal possibility of high voltage PC manufacture on the basis of 
monocrystalline silicon and enhancement of its efficiency at the same time. The practically attainable 
optimal Nm values amount to Nm ~ 5-7 (which correspond to the cascade PC open circuit voltages          
Uoc ~ 2.5 – 4.0V). 
In the range of large tunnel layer thickness values (G > 0.2P) the cascade PC efficiency is smaller than 
that of the base PC for any N. It means that preparation of high voltage PC structures in such conditions is 
associated with their sharp efficiency drop. 
4. Conclusions 
The development of cascade PCs based on the silicon tunnel structure has a good perspective of 
efficient PC fabrication that can produce output voltages many times higher than those of conventional 
planar PCs. 
The photocurrent of cascade PC sharply (exponentially, in asymptotical approximation) drops with the 
number of cells in the cascade. The upper limit values of voltage, output power and efficiency change 
non-monotonously with the number of cells in the cascade. They attain a maximum and then decrease 
exponentially for asymptotically growing cell number.  
The tunnel layer thickness in the structure is the most critical parameter that determines the efficiency 
of homogeneous cascade PCs resulting in the need for real structures optimization on the required output 
voltage value. 
Using modern precise semiconductor tunnel structures preparation methods it is principally possible to 
fabricate high voltage PCs on the basis of monocrystalline silicon and, at the same time, to enhance their 
efficiency. 
Fabrication of structures having very high output voltage, in real conditions, can be only insured at the 
expense of sharp reduction of photocurrent, output power and efficiency of cascade PC. 
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